
Digital Warehousing 
for the Construction Industry

Working Student - Python Backend

Develop our backend using  FastAPI  PostgreSQL, Alembic, and of course Docker
Work closely with our product team to understand customer needs and deliver value
Contribute to the overall IT architecture and product design
Collaborate with our team of developers to ensure code quality and best practices
Write clean, maintainable, and testable code
Stay up-to-date with emerging trends and technologies in backend development

Prior experience with our tech stack (FastAPI & PostgreSQL)
Familiarity with software development best practices and patterns (did someone say git?)
Interest in working with RESTful APIs
Entrepreneurial mindset with the ability to thrive in a fast-paced startup environment
Strong problem-solving and analytical skills
Excellent communication and collaboration skills
Dedication to delivering value to customers

Opportunity to shape the product and IT architecture as one of the first employees
Competitive salary for up to 20h / week
Remote work with a flexible schedule
Collaborative, entrepreneurial team culture (no useless meetings)

The construction industry is one of the least digitized industries in the world. The result is
stagnating productivity for almost three decades. This urgently needs to change to tackle key
societal problems such as the lack of housing and more climate-neutral building renovations.

Stocadro focuses on providing a digital warehouse logistics solution to scaffolding companies
to bring the industry into the 21st century. Our clients are interested in such solutions due to
their business model (material rental).

We are a pre-seed startup with an MVP running at 4 pilot companies. We are now seeking a
talented student to join our team and help us turn our MVP into a full-fledged product.

Job Description: As a backend developer, you will develop and maintain our ... well ... backend.
You will work closely with our product team to understand customer needs and deliver value to
our users.

Key Responsibilities

Requirements

What we offer

If you are excited about the prospect of joining a startup that is poised to make a big impact
on the construction industry and meet the above requirements, we would love to hear from you! 

Please submit your resume and a brief cover letter outlining your experience and interest in this
role.

Dr.  Johannes King
+49 176  626  777  60

 johannes@stocadro.de
https ://stocadro.de

Location:  Remote


